You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SENNHEISER RS 4200 II.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the SENNHEISER RS 4200 II in the user manual (information, specifications,
safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
7 Setting up the transmitter . 7 Connecting the transmitter to the sound source . 7 Connecting the transmitter to the mains . 9 Inserting and removing the
receiverâs rechargeable battery . 10 Inserting a spare rechargeable battery into the transmitterâs charging compartment . 18 RS 4200 II | 1 Important
safety instructions Important safety instructions Ì Please read this instruction manual carefully and com- pletely before using the product. ì Make this
instruction manual available to all users at all times. In order to prevent damage to health: Ì Before using the product, set the volume to a low level. To
protect your hearing, avoid listening at high volume levels for long periods of time. The product generates stronger permanent magnetic fields that could
cause interference with cardiac pacemakers and implanted defibrillators (ICDs).
Ì Always maintain a distance of at least 3. 94â (10 cm) between the ends of the earbows with the ear pads and the cardiac pacemaker or implanted
defibrillator. In order to prevent accidents: Ì Ensure that the mains unit is readily operable, easily Ì Ì Ì Ì accessible and properly plugged into the
wall socket. Unplug the mains plug from the wall socket to disconnect the product from the mains during lightning storms or when unused for long periods of
time. @@@@@@@@Ì Switch off the product after use to conserve battery power.
Remove the rechargeable batteries if the product will not be used for extended periods of time. Ì Do not place the product on delicate surfaces. Ì Always
keep the product dry and do not expose it to extreme temperatures (hairdryer, heater, extended exposure to sunlight, etc. ). Ì Use the product with care and
store it in a clean, dry and dust-free environment.
Ì Use only a dry and soft cloth to clean the product. Intended use Intended use of the product includes â¢ having read this instruction manual, especially
the chapter âImportant safety instructionsâ, â¢ using the product within the operating conditions and limitations described in this instruction manual.
ÂImproper useâ means using the product other than as described in this instruction manual, or under operating conditions which differ from those
described herein. Handling and safety information for rechargeable batteries If abused or misused, the rechargeable batteries of your product may leak. In
extreme cases, they may even present â¢ â¢ â¢ â¢ a heat hazard, a fire hazard, an explosion hazard, a smoke or gas hazard. Sennheiser does not
accept any liability for damage arising from abuse or misuse. RS 4200 II | 3 Important safety instructions Keep away from children. When not using the
product for extended periods of time, remove the rechargeable batteries from the product. only use rechargeable batteries specified by Sennheiser.
Immediately remove rechargeable batteries from an obviously defective product.
Dispose of rechargeable batteries at special collection points or return it to your specialist dealer. Only charge the rechargeable batteries at ambient
temperatures between 10Â°C/50Â°F and 40Â°C/104Â°F. Only charge the rechargeable batteries with the appropriate Sennheiser chargers. Pack/store
charged batteries so that the terminals cannot contact each other â danger of shorting out/fire hazard. Do not charge the rechargeable batteries if the
product is obviously defective. switch rechargeable battery-powered products off after use. Do not continue to use defective rechargeable batteries. Do not
heat above 70Â°C/158Â°F, e. g. Do not expose to sunlight or throw into a fire.
4 | RS 4200 II Delivery includes Delivery includes RR 4200 stethoset receiver TR 4200 transmitter with integrated charging compartment BA 300 Lithium-Ion
rechargeable battery Mains unit Connection cable fitted with two 3. TB/Aux-Out) 2 pairs of ear pads (available in different versions) RS 4200 Quick setup
guide RS 4200 Instruction manual RS 4200-2 II product variant The RS 4200-2 II allows a second person to listen. The scope of delivery of the RS 4200-2 II
variant is identical to the delivery of the RS 4200 II but includes: â¢ 2 RR 4200 stethoset receivers â¢ 2 BA 300 rechargeable batteries â¢ 4 pairs of ear
pads (available in different versions) A list of accessories can be found on the RS 4200 II product page at www. For information on suppliers, contact your
local Sennheiser partner: www. sennheiser.
Com > âService & Supportâ RS 4200 II | 5 Operating controls Operating controls The overview pictures of the receiver and the transmitter can be
found on the inside front cover of this instruction manual. a Receiver 1 2 3 4 Volume control Compartment for BA 300 rechargeable battery Balance control
TUNE button B Transmitter 5 3. 5 mm stereo jack socket labeled AUDIO (marked blue) for connection of sound source 6 Channel selector switch CHANNEL
7 DC socket labeled 9 VDC (marked yellow) for connection of mains unit 8 âSpeech intelligibilityâ button 9 Antenna 0 Charging compartment for
receiver A Charging compartment for spare rechargeable battery B LED indications B Charging control LED for spare rechargeable battery C Charging
control LED for receiver rechargeable battery D Operation indication C Connection possibilities E F G H I Connection cable for headphone socket Adapter
to 1/4â (6. 3 mm) jack socket Adapter (RCA/jack socket) SCART adapter (optional) Mains unit 6 | RS 4200 II Putting the system into operation Putting the
system into operation Setting up the transmitter Ì Choose a suitable place near your sound source (e. Ì Do not place the transmitter close to metal objects
such as shelf bars, reinforced concrete walls, etc.
As this can decrease the transmitterâs range. It is not necessary that the transmitter and stethoset receiver are in a direct line of sight, so you can move
around freely in the home or outside in the garden. One transmitter can be used to transmit to several receivers on the same frequency. Connecting the
transmitter to the sound source Ì Plug in one end of the connection cable E to the blue AUDIO socket 5 on the transmitter. @@@@@@This improves the
quality of wireless sound transmission. If necessary, check the menu setting of your TV. With most TVs, the headphone socket is located at the front or sides.
Depending on the socket, you may have to use the adapter F. @@@@@@@@With most TVs, the RCA sockets are located at the rear. @@Ì Connect the
connection cable E to the SCART adapter H.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@Ì Plug the mains connector into a wall socket. ì Align the antenna 9 vertically. When not using the transmitter for extended
periods of time (e.
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g. @@@@@@@@Make sure that the battery is inserted correctly. @@@@This can take a maximum of 3 hours. @@This spare battery is not required for
operating the RS 4200 II but offers extended listening time while the discharged first battery is being recharged. Ì Insert the spare battery into the charging
compartment A as shown on the left. Ì If the battery is inserted correctly, the LED B lights up red: The rechargeable battery is being charged. green: The
rechargeable battery is fully charged.
B A Replacing the ear pads The product is supplied with two pairs of ear pads in different fits. You can change to these ear pads to optimize the wearing
comfort, if necessary (see âCleaning the ear padsâ on page 15). 10 | RS 4200 II Using the system components Using the system components Switching
the transmitter on/off To switch the transmitter on: Ì Switch your sound source on. This automatically switches on the transmitter and the LED D lights up
green. If the transmitter does not switch on, increase the volume of your sound source.
To switch the transmitter off: Ì Switch your sound source off. The transmitter automatically switches off after 3 minutes. The LED D goes off. In order to
save energy, you can manually switch off the transmitter even if the sound source remains switched on. To do so, keep the button 8 pressed until the LED D
goes off.
In this case, the rechargeable batteries can still be charged. To switch the transmitter on again, briefly press the button 8, the LED D lights up. Switching the
stethoset receiver on WARNING Danger of hearing damage! Listening at high volume levels for long periods can lead to permanent hearing defects. Ì
Before putting the receiver on, set the volume on the receiver to a low value. ì Then adjust a comfortable sound amplification. OFF ON The stethoset
receiver automatically switches on when you pull the earbows apart and put the receiver on. When you take the receiver off, it automatically switches off. Ì
Before putting the receiver on, use the volume control 1 to adjust the volume to a low level. This protects your hearing from damage. Ì Put the receiver on
the correct way round, with the Sennheiser logo at the front.
RS 4200 II | 11 Using the system components Adjusting the volume If the transmitter is connected to a headphone socket of your sound source: &Igraven 4 14
| RS 4200 II Care and maintenance Care and maintenance Cleaning the system CAUTION Liquids can damage the electronics of the devices! Liquids
entering the housing of the units can cause a shortcircuit and damage the electronics. Ì Keep all liquids far away from the devices. Ì Before cleaning,
disconnect the transmitter from the mains. Ì Only use a slightly damp cloth to clean the devices. Do not use any cleansing agents or solvents. Cleaning the
ear pads For reasons of hygiene, the ear pads á¶ should be replaced from time to time. Please order the ear pads from your Sennheiser dealer. Ì Carefully
remove the ear pads á¶ from the receiver. Ì Clean the ear pads á¶ with warm soapy water and rinse thoroughly. Ì Dry the ear pads á¶ before putting
them back on the receiver.
Ì Check if the problem you face is listed in the table below: Problem Possible cause Page 7 ff 7 ff 9 11 11 12 10 You cannot hear Are all jack plugs
connected anything correctly? Is the transmitter connected to the sound source? Is the transmitter connected to the mains? Is the volume of the sound source
sufficient? is the green operation indication lit? Is the volume of the receiver sufficient? Is the rechargeable battery fully charged and inserted properly into
the receiver? The sound is subject to interference Is the receiver still within the transmitterâs range? Is interference being received from an external
source in close proximity? is the âSpeech intelligibilityâ button backlit in yellow? Is the volume of the headphone socket on the sound source sufficient?
7 12 The speech intelligibility is reduced 13 11 You hear the Is the balance adjusted correctly? @@@@100 mA level V, standby power consumption < 0.
@@@@KG gives a warranty of 24 months on this product. For the current warranty conditions, please visit our website at www. In compliance with the
following requirements â¢ RoHS Directive (2002/95/EC) â¢ WEEE Directive (2002/96/EC) Please dispose of this product by taking it to your local
collection point or recycling centre for such equipment. This will help to protect the environment in which we all live.
â¢ Battery Directive (2006/66/EC) The supplied rechargeable batteries can be recycled. Please dispose of them as special waste or return them to your
specialist dealer. In order to protect the environment, only dispose of ex-hausted batteries. Before putting the product into operation, please observe the
respective country-specific regulations! .
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